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MR. RENFIELD 

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I can see you’re all impressed with the prosecution’s defense 

of the supposed victims.  Heck, I’m impressed!  But do you realize what she actually said?  She 

said that the alleged victims were “simply” looking for a bathroom.  Simply?  They were simply?  

Why would she use the word “simply?”  It’s very simple.  You see, the word “simply” makes it 

sound like an everyday common occurrence.  A simple explanation for a simple straightforward 

task that the common citizen would perform when going about his normal, ordinary, 

commonplace daily schedule.  Something you, yourself, might “simply” do.  Let’s test that word 

out on the rest of their agenda, shall we?  They “simply” stole a case of toilet paper from their 

parents’ underground storage bunker.  They then “simply” stopped for Big Gulps and then drove 

to the nearest Egyptian archeological excavation site.  They “simply” T-P-ed the pyramids.  They 

“simply” used the entire case of toilet paper but it “simply” wasn’t enough to cover said 

pyramids.  They “simply” entered the ancient burial site in search of a bathroom to find more.  

They “simply” found some.  They “simply” began to unravel it, awakening a 4,000 year old 

mummy and “simply” triggering a deadly curse.  Throughout the course of this trial, you’re 

going to hear a lot of fancy terms thrown out by the prosecuting team, like “radical mummy 

extremist,” but these terms will “simply” not be able to divert your attention from the fact that 

Imotep, otherwise known as “The Mummy,” is not guilty.  Thank you. 

 

 

OFFICER CHERSTI 

Hello, my name is Officer Shhhersti.  I know it’s spelled with a C-H, but it’s pronounced 

Shhhersti.  It’s like when you fill up your Chevrolet at the Chevron station.  Shhhevrolet, 

Shhhevron, Shhhersti.  All C-H words.  Everyone got it?  Good.  Now, I am happy to be here at 

career day.  I’ve been asked to speak to you about what it’s like to be a cop.  Well, let me tell ya, 

it’s not easy.  They make us pay for our uniform and our gun.  And guns aren’t shhheap.  In fact, 

they’re the opposite of shhheap, they’re expensive.  Dating is also difficult.  The guy always 

thinks I’m gonna pull him over for speeding.  And I’m like, “hurry up, or we’ll be late for the 

choh.”  And he’s like, “the what?”  And I’m like, “the choh!  The picture choh!?”  Deciding on a 

movie is always confusing.  I’m like, “Let’s watch one of the Treks.”  And he’s like, “I’m not 

really a sci- fi fan.”  And I’m like, “I’m not either.  That’s why I suggested one of the Treks.”  

And he’s like, “Star Shrek is ultra science fiction.”  And I’m like, “Star Shrack?  I’m talking 

about Trek!  You know, the green ogre with the talking donkey?!  (Imitating Donkey) ‘Trek!  

Trek!  I’m a donkey, Trek!’”  And he’s like, “Oh, you mean Trek!”  And I’m like, “No, not 

Shrack.  I don’t wanna watch Star Shrack.”  And he’s like, “It’s not Star Shrack, it’s Star 

Shreck.”  And I’m like, “Whatever, I just don’t like Shooey.”  And he’s like, “Shooey?  What’s 

Shooey?”  And I’m like, “You know, Shoobacca?”  And he’s like, “That’s Star Wars, not Star 

Shrack, I mean Shreck.”  Anywho, it’s tough being a cop.  

 

 



"It was such a fun project.  The students loved every step from our first read through.  The 

characters are fabulous.  It's a perfect class project with a terrific acting opportunity for each 

student!" 

                --Melanie Day, Box Elder High School, Brigham City, UT 

 

"So many great character parts for the students.  It's a great project to get everyone involved, and 

so much fun to perform!" 

 

--Allen Smith, Rocky Mountain Jr. High, West Haven, UT 

 


